
    
Strata Plan 64622 

 
STRATA COMMITTEE MINUTES 
1830 Wednesday July 19, 2017.  Altair SC Meeting Room.  
 
Attendance: Ralf Harding (Chair), Eric Moses (Secretary), David Mackinnon, David 
Saul, Kevin Wellington. 
Mario Caruana (Building Manager) 
 
Guests:  
      
Apologies: Michael Cluff (proxy to Ralf), Chris Gardener (proxy to Ralf), Mandy 
Heimann (proxy to Ralf), Luisa Liotta. 
 
Minutes of Last Meeting: Accepted 
 
Matters Arising: See following 
 
Correspondence:  

a) Letter from an owner, George Sirett, citing a newspaper article regarding 

NBN. The letter does not appear to have any action point so the Chair has 

e-mailed back (28 June) asking what action or consideration is requested 

of the SC. To date we have no response. We have, nonetheless, reviewed 

some aspects of internet service at Altair – see Internet following. 

b) E-mail from an owner, Tony Negline, noting that energy issues are of rising 

importance for Altair. Chair has responded in agreement and offered to 

meet with Tony to discuss. 

Finance Report:  

The Financial Summary for June shows that we are broadly on budget YTD (a bit 

under). The monthly Financial Summary will be posted on the Altair website. 

Building Manager’s Report: The monthly Building Managers report will be posted on 

the Altair website.  

WH&S Report 

The annual WH&S Audit has been carried out. It has identified two minor issues both 

requiring some yellow paint; one for a potential tripping hazard (a step) and one to 

refresh some existing but worn paint. These are being attended to. 

Car Spaces/ Storage 

Owners are reminded that our long standing by-laws are very clear that the only 

things that can be stored in a car space are a vehicle and a ‘Box Thing’ or similar 

storage unit as approved by the SC.  

To install a ‘Box Thing’ requires approval from the Building Manager. The ‘Box Thing’ 

must be black. The SC has previously reviewed a form of ‘mini’ plastic bin storage and 



rejected it. If for any reason an owner wishes to install some storage other than a ‘Box 

Thing’ then they will require specific SC approval and will be required to submit both 

visual and technical support. 

We wish to maintain clear access to all car spaces, a clean and uncluttered common 

area and to comply with fire safety regulations (reportedly clutter in common areas was 

a contributor to the Grenfell Towers disaster). The Building Manager conducts a 

weekly inspection of the car spaces. 

Storage Cages 

An owner has noted some deterioration of items stored in their storage cage.  

It was noted that the Storage Cage Agreement, amongst other things, contains point 

6 viz.   

I indemnify you and will keep you and your officers and employees indemnified for all 

claims, losses, liabilities, costs or expense however arising from the use of the Storage 

space cage.   

SC agreed to reiterate to owners that the storage cages ‘are what they are’ and that 

the SC/OC accept no responsibility whatever for any items stored in the cages. 

SC agreed to reinforce this in the Storage Cage Agreement by adding to point 6 –  
 
I acknowledge that the Owners Corporation makes no representations whatever 
regarding the suitability of the cages for storage for any type of items and I accept total 
responsibility for any items that I choose to store in the cage. 
 
Garbage Chutes 

The garbage chutes have been cleaned and disinfected. Owners are reminded that all 

garbage placed in the chutes: 

a) Must be bagged. Raw garbage sticks to the sides, can block the chutes and 

smells. 

b) Must not include glass – bottles, jars etc. – or any heavy objects. These 

can be a serious safety hazard. 

c) Must not include liquids like cooking oils, sauces etc. Bags containing 

liquids often ‘explode’ in the chute adding to grime and smells. 

d) Goes into landfill. Garbage that goes down the chute is NOT recycled. – 

Save the planet! 

• All garbage that goes into the yellow bins in the garbage room on the ground 

floor is separated and, where practical, recycled at the City of Sydney treatment 

facility. 

• Plastic bags should go in the Pink bin.  

• Aluminium (not plastic) coffee pods should go in the Nespresso bin. The pods 

are collected and recycled at no cost to Altair. 

Aluminium/Fire 



Further to the June minutes - our Building Manager has had more discussions with the 

Australian Aluminium Council who advise that aluminium does not burn (it melts at 

approx. 660C). The aluminium louvres installed on parts of the Altair exterior do not 

have the polymer sandwich which is suspected of catching fire at the Grenfell Towers 

in London. 

2017 Capital Works Programme 

 

a) Water and Fire Tanks. Done. These have been serviced and disinfected. 

b) TV Antennae: Done. A new ‘array’ has been installed. 

c) Concierge Mess: Done. Installation of running water, sink etc. in the room 

behind the concierge desk.  

d) Window Latches (Child-proofing). Scheduled for July/August. The Building 

Manager has commenced an owner communication programme. 

e) Roof Membrane: Scheduled for September  

f) Car Park Louvres. Scheduled for October. 

g) Car Park Lighting and Pool Boilers – on hold pending CoSC Energy 

Sustainability review. (See Plan B – Matters Arising following). 

 

Updates  

Arrears 
 
The significant outstanding levy arrears (approx. $20k) reported in the June minutes 
have been settled. 
 
Air Conditioning/Legal 
 
The deadline for appeal, and payment, regarding the courts assessment of costs to 
Altair (approx. $61k) by the defendant, Vicki Goodwin of apartment 1402, has expired. 
On the advice of our lawyers, and as authorized by the owners at the 2017 AGM, we 
have commenced bankruptcy proceedings. The SC re-confirmed that the Chair and 
Secretary were empowered to conduct and conclude any negotiations necessary to 
resolve this issue. 
 
Weights Gym 
 
The sub-committee of David Mackinnon, David Saul and Mario Caruana reviewing 
upgrading the weights gym have prepared a newsletter for owners. The SC agreed 
that following the addition of costs the newsletter be circulated to the Owners. We invite 
owner feedback on this proposal (for 2018). 
 
Strata Management Software  
 
The Secretary has undertaken a review of various strata management software 
modules and a copy the report was discussed. It was noted that  
 

a) Altair has a hybrid system involving Strata Choice, Francis Management and 
members of the SC that covers some of the services offered but that 
 



b) The SC/OC may be too dependent on some individuals performing core tasks. 
It is recommended that the major digital functions currently provided by service 
providers and individuals should be mapped by function and documented. 
 

c) Investigate opportunities to update the Altair website by increasing its 
functionality to enable some current manual administrative functions such as 
perhaps managing visitor car spaces and service provider visits to be 
implemented on-line. 
 

The SC agreed that the Secretary should proceed with mapping of the current 
functions by providers and individuals and further investigate opportunities to improve 
the functionality of the Altair website by utilising third party software. It was noted that 
these services are NOT currently budgeted for and that this would require some 
risk/cost/benefit analysis. 
 
Electric Car Charging 
 
Owners may be aware of the gathering momentum regarding electric and hybrid cars. 
Volvo has announced that they are converting to solely manufacturing electric and 
hybrid cars. France has announced that they will ban diesel and gasoline cars from 
2040; India from 2030.  
 
It has been projected that Australia could attain critical mass in electric/hybrid cars as 
early as the next 5 years. This could have profound implications for our electricity 
needs and supply. 
 
We have had further discussions with Smart Green Apartments (part of CoSC) 
regarding Electric Car Charging.  
 

a) They would like Altair to participate in a survey on the subject. SC agreed 
to proceed with the survey and to promote participation to owners and 
residents. Chair and Building Manager to develop a communications plan. 
 

b) SGA estimate that for Altair to support universal electric car charging would 
add approx. 210A to our current load (See Plan B below).  

 
Power Supply – Plan B 

 
Kevin Wellington has been investigating our power supply and the implications 
of adding very significant loads such as the possible adoption of universal air-
conditioning. This has been a huge task and we thank Kevin for his ongoing 
efforts (there may yet be some way to go). 
 
Kevin presented a preliminary verbal report.  
  
In summary we have received advice from two firms of electrical engineers 
regarding our electricity needs, much of which is common, but some of which 
also contains significant variances; and are working to ensure that we are 
confident of the data and Altair’s position before developing any plans. This 
advice confirms that 
 
a) Altair does not currently have sufficient electrical infrastructure to support 

universal air-conditioning. 



b) Indicative costs vary but there is no doubt that the costs to upgrade our 
electrical infrastructure will be outside our Capital Works Plan and if 
adopted will almost certainly require a Special Levy. 

c) In spite of the two electrical engineers’ reports several questions still remain 
as to the definitive amount of extra power required, where that might be 
sourced and at what cost. 
 

We need to check some measurements and calculations which will require 
further expenditure of approx. $1k.  The SC agreed to this additional 
expenditure. 
 

Matters arising and relating to Plan B 
 
Energy costs 
 
Energy prices are rising well ahead of inflation. Altair electricity costs are 
reportedly about to increase by 20%. Gas prices are also increasing 15-20% 
from 1 July.  
 
Energy costs are becoming a material concern impacting annual budgets. 
 
Electric Car Charging 
 
While it is difficult to gauge precisely when electric cars will hit critical mass; 
and perhaps even more difficult to predict the technological issues and 
solutions; it would seem likely that we will need to factor in an additional 200-
250A for any medium term planning to support electric car charging in our car 
spaces.  
 
This would be a significant increase in electrical load. 
 
Lifts 
 
Kone have advised that we need not plan for any extra electricity for lift 
upgrades as they expect that lifts will get more energy–efficient. 
 
Solar/Battery 
 
Previous investigations into solar and battery storage at Altair have proved 
uneconomic but there have reportedly been substantial advances in the 
effectiveness, economy and efficiency of both solar panels and battery storage. 
The Altair roof offers a strong platform for solar generation of electricity. It is 
perhaps timely to again review any opportunities in this field. 
 
CoSC Sustainability Audit 
 
We have previously tabled a report from the CoSC into energy sustainability 
which suggested that we could save money (and power usage) if we introduce 
a series of programmes. It has previously been agreed that this needs further 
investigation, after we have resolved our core position regarding Plan B, to 
convince that the projected savings in money and power are achievable in 
practice.  
 



The report suggests that we could save approx. $50k p.a. for an investment of 
approx. $200k. If true this makes good financial sense but the capital outlay is 
NOT currently budgeted. 
 
Plan C 
 
We have discussed non-air-conditioning options for general cooling with an 
expert recommended by Smart Green Apartments (CoSC). It is clear that there 
are no ‘magic bullets’ and that any improvements would be marginal...and 
“would have little impact on days above 35C”.  
 
We have shelved further action until we are more confident regarding our 
options re A/C and power supply. 
 
Energy Strategic Review 
 
All of the above suggests a complete Energy Strategic Review for Altair.  
 
This would be a significant project. The SC agreed to wait until we are confident 
that we fully understand the implications of Plan B before we consider an 
Energy Strategic Review.   
 

Insurance 
 
As a result of NSW government actions there will be two levies added to Altair’s 
insurance premiums from December. These premium levies relate to Terrorism (5%) 
and Emergency Services (approx. 20%). These are compulsory levies. 
 
By-Law Review 
 
We are legally obliged by the SSMA 2015 (NSW parliamentary Act) to review our by-
laws before November 2017. Altair conducted a comprehensive review of the by-laws 
in October 2016 assisted by our strata manager and a specialist strata lawyer.  
These revised by-laws were passed by the Owners at an EGM on 31 October 2016.  
At the 2017 AGM it was resolved that the SC be empowered to conduct the required 
review before November 2017. 
 
The SC agreed to ask the Owners, via these minutes, whether there are any additions, 
deletions or changes relating to the by-laws they wish to be considered – any 
submissions should be with the Building Manager by Friday 4 August. The SC can 
then review any thoughts at the August, and if necessary the September, SC meeting 
with the aim of completing the required review by the October SC meeting.  
 
Our existing by-laws are on the Altair website but will be amended in that references 
to ‘executive committee’ will be replaced by ‘strata committee’. 
 
STRA 
 
There has been some commentary in the media about the NSW Office of Fair Trading 
advising that Strata Plans cannot refuse short term lets such as Airbnb. Our Strata 
Manager’s advice is that this is simply an opinion by Fair Trading, who neither makes 
nor polices law in NSW, and which has no bearing in law until tested in court.  
 
We are advised that we should continue to manage Altair according to our existing by-
laws. 



 
Internet 
 
There are four levels of NBN service in Australia.  
In order of theoretical speed they are 
 

1. Fibre to the Premises (FTTP) – effectively Fibre to the Apartment 
2. Fibre to the Basement (FTTB) 
3. Fibre to the Curb (FTTC) 
4. Fibre to the Node (FTTN) 

 
Altair has the NBN as FTTB – theoretically the second fastest speed available 
in Australia. 

 
a) Altair now 

 
We have conducted limited research into internet speeds at Altair - from 10 
locations ranging from level 5 to level 18. We measured the following results 
using OOKLA.  
 
Subscription level PING   Download  Upload 
100 MBPS x 1  13   94   14 
50 MBPS x 1  6   47   18 
25 MBPS x 7  7 – 13   18 – 24  4 – 5 
15 MBPS x 1  8   4   1  
 
Most respondents subscribe to 25MBPS.  
PING, download and upload speeds at 25 MBPS are range scores.  
For 25 MBPS subscribers the mean download score was 22.  
 
We are advised that scores will vary considerably between cable (faster) and 
Wi-Fi (slower) and will be slower in the evening when the ‘whole world’ is on-
line than in the daytime. There are reports in the media that this is because 
NBN costs to retailers are high so that retailers opt for a  ‘bundled’ service 
approach (buying only what their subscribers use on average and relying on all 
users not being on-line simultaneously) which then cannot cope with individual 
user requirements at peak times – typically on weekday evenings (5-10pm?).  
 
In media reports NBN claim that slow speeds are a retailer issue and further 
reportedly claim that the system has been demonstrated as capable of 
delivering up to 300 MBPS. 
 
Computers that are older than 18 months – 2 years may not be able to generate 
optimum speeds. This is reportedly not due to the age of the computer but 
because the relevant software was upgraded in some computers about 18/24 
months ago.  
 

b) FTTP 
 
The NBN announced last Friday that the opportunity may now exist to upgrade 
from FTTB to FTTP through NBN. This would require agreement as a total 
building – this offer is not available to individual apartments. 
  
NBN offer a ‘build quote’ service for $1100 – a fee for generating an estimate 
for installation specific to Altair. Should we wish to proceed there would be a 



‘design and specification’ fee of 10% of the estimated build cost. We are 
investigating the matter. 
 
Moving from FTTB to FTTP will, however, require moving the NBN ‘box’ from 
our basement back to the closest node and re-wiring from there plus locating 
two pieces of equipment in each apartment. 
 
Switching to FTTP may not automatically resolve speed issues.  
 
We have been advised that a large residential apartment building in the 
Darlinghurst/Potts Point area has re-wired for FTTP at what has been 
described as ’significant cost’ and they have reportedly not been impressed 
with the upgrade which has apparently resulted in disappointing increases in 
speed.  
 
Any upgrade to FTTP is NOT budgeted in our Capital Works Plan.  
 

Budget 
 
These minutes cover a wide range of unbudgeted items for projects that may or may 
not ultimately proceed.  
 
None of these possible projects have been, or will be, approved by the SC.  
 
The only Capital Works projects, utility programmes and maintenance tasks which are 
proceeding are those contemplated in the 2017 budgets and plans approved by the 
Owners at the 2017 AGM. 
 
If and when appropriate any new proposals will be presented, with costs integrated 
into a financial plan, to the Owners for their consideration at a General Meeting. 
 
Resignation 
 
Luisa Liotta, having sold, resigned from the SC effective of this meeting.  
Luisa has always been forthright in her views and has made a strong contribution to 
Altair over four years on the SC. We thank her for her service. 
 
Any owner wishing to nominate for the SC should contact the Secretary. 
 
Meeting concluded at 1930. 

Next EC Meeting Wednesday August 16 

 

 


